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Abstract
This paper is concerned with explicit formulae for computing integrals of rational functions of bivariate polynomial
numerator with linear denominator over a unit triangle fðn; gÞj06 n; g6 1; nþ g6 1g in the local parametric space
ðn; gÞ. These integrals arise in a variety of applications governing the second order linear partial diﬀerential equations.
Explicit evaluation of these integrals produce algebraic ﬁnite element relations, provided that the original element
geometry is restricted to a triangle with two straight sides and one curved side. For a rational integral of nth degree
bivariate polynomial numerator with a linear denominator there are {ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ=2} rational integrals of monomial
numerators with the same linear denominator. By an expansion it is shown that these {ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ=2} integrals can
be computed in two ways. We have presented a recursive scheme to compute {nðnþ 1Þ=2} such integrals eﬃciently
whenever ðnþ 1Þ integrals of order 0 (zero) to n in one of the variates are known by explicit integration formulae. The
analytical quadrature formulae from zeroth to sextic order due to diﬀerent element geometry are, for clarity and ref-
erence, summarized in tabular forms. An integration formula is also presented for the evaluation of integrals that occur
in the calculation of stiﬀness matrices when straight sided triangular ﬁnite elements are considered. Finally we have
considered two application examples: First example is to compute the Prandtl stress function values and the torsional
constant k for an elliptic cross-section with varying ratios of major and minor distances. The other example is concerned
with numerical solution for the Poisson equation in 2D. It is observed in the calculation of components of element
matrices by using the Gauss quadrature rule (e.g. 7-point and 13-point) a remarkable discrepancy occurs if the element
geometry contains a concave curved side. A computer code based on the present integration scheme to obtain the
element stiﬀness matrices for both the curved and straight sided elements is appended.  2002 Published by Elsevier
Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction
The integration operations which are encountered in ﬁnite element analysis are evaluated numerically in general.
Among various numerical integration schemes, Gaussian quadrature, which can evaluate exactly the ð2n 1Þth order
polynomials with n Gaussian integration points, is mostly used in view of the accuracy and eﬃciency of calculation [1].
However, the integrands in practical situations are not always polynomials but rational expressions, which the Gaussian
quadrature scheme cannot evaluate exactly [2]. The integration points have to be increased in order to improve the
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integration accuracy, which demands much computation time. Therefore it is an important task to strike a proper
balance between accuracy and eﬃciency.
The domain of the real problems in mechanics, often contains curved boundaries that cause much diﬃculties for
ﬁnite diﬀerence and ﬁnite element computations. Curved boundaries are often more accurately modeled by curved ﬁnite
elements than by straight edged elements. Because fewer curved triangular elements are required to model a curved
boundary the eﬀort needed to obtain a solution is usually reduced. In this paper 6-node and 10-node triangular elements
with two straight sides and one curved side are considered. Undoubtedly these curved elements are the most popular
elements in the literature. By the parametric co-ordinate transformation these curved triangles in global ðx; yÞ co-
ordinate system are mapped into a unit triangle fðn; gÞj06 n; g6 1; nþ g6 1g in the local parametric space ðn; gÞ. Then
it is shown that the corresponding Jacobian of transformation is linear with respect to n and g. Hence, over such
elements the components of element matrices produce the integrands which are rational expressions. Therefore, in order
to obtain the components of element stiﬀness matrices it is ultimately a matter to evaluate integrals of rational functions
of bivariate polynomial numerator with linear denominator over a unit triangle in the local parametric space. Such
integrals also arise in high order transformation methods for curved ﬁnite elements [3] as well as in the formulation of
axisymmetric problems by use of linear triangular elements [4,5]. It is reported in Ref. [5] that the 13-point Gauss
quadrature rule for triangle is not suﬃcient for a satisfactory degree of accuracy though much computational eﬀort is
involved. Consequently a method is proposed in Ref. [5] that a triangle can be transformed into its equivalent square for
which the Gauss quadrature scheme can be used to improve the accuracy as desired. In this case the integrand becomes
more complicated rational expressions and hence demands more Gauss integration points to integrate. So, the proposed
scheme becomes ineﬃcient in respect of computation time. Therefore, in all respect, if explicit (and simple) formulae are
obtained, a great reduction in computing time may be expected.
In this study it is clearly shown that if {ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ=2} rational integrals of monomial numerators with linear
denominator are known then the components of element matrices can be computed easily in a straightforward manner.
By an expansion it is also shown that these {ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ=2} integrals can be computed in two ways, according to the
formulae presented in Theorems 1 and 2. In each theorem an explicit and a recursive scheme are given. By use of explicit
scheme ðnþ 1Þ such integrals of rational functions of a univariate monomial numerators with linear denominator can
be computed. Then the application of recursive scheme is followed to compute the other {nðnþ 1Þ=2} integrals. So this
amounts to a substantial reduction in the computation eﬀort for such integrals. Through the operation count formulae
it is clearly shown that the implementation of the recursive scheme improves even the eﬃciency of the usual Gauss
quadrature rule, as it now requires about 60% less operations than the usual Gauss quadrature rule without recursive
scheme. The savings in terms of the operation count are very much higher in case of the analytical integration with the
recursive scheme than the Gauss quadrature with the recursive scheme. This fact is further substantiated in Tables 5 and
6. The analytical quadrature formulae from zeroth to sextic order (explicit and recursive scheme) are, for clarity and
reference, summarized in tabular forms in Tables 1 and 2. Two methods to evaluate the components of element stiﬀness
matrices are presented and their suitability for the computer implementation are also discussed. Here we note that the
present formulae are in compact form, easy to understand, eﬃcient and convenient for the computer implementation
compared to those reported in Refs. [4–8]. An integration formula is also presented in Lemma 3 for the evaluation of
integrals that occur in the calculation of stiﬀness matrices when straight sided higher order triangular elements are
considered.
In the last section of this paper two application examples are considered. In all these examples it is observed that
the Gauss 13-point rule produces a result closer to that obtained by using the analytical integration formulae when
the element geometry contains a convex curved side. But if the curved side is concave then a remarkable discrepancy
occurs in the evaluation of integrals and this discrepancy reﬂected in the evaluation of the components of element
stiﬀness matrices. This again implies that generally the Gauss 7-point and 13-point rule cannot exactly evaluate the
integrals of rational functions. This fact is now substantiated in Tables 9 and 10. A computer code in FORTRAN, which
is compatible with the element formulation, is appended. On using this code element matrices can be immediately
obtained.
2. Curved triangular elements
Here we consider undoubtedly one of the most popular curved elements i.e., triangular element with two straight
sides and one curved side.
Quadratic case:We consider the 6-node triangular element in which one of the sides is curved and the other two sides
are straight, as shown in Fig. 1. The Lagrange interpolant for the ﬁeld variable u (say) governing the physical problem is





where uei refers to unknown at node i and
N1ðn; gÞ ¼ nþ 2n2; N4ðn; gÞ ¼ 4ng
N2ðn; gÞ ¼ gþ 2g2; N5ðn; gÞ ¼ 4g 4ng 4g2
N3ðn; gÞ ¼ 1 3n 3gþ 2n2 þ 4ngþ 2g2; N6ðn; gÞ ¼ 4n 4ng 4n2
ð1aÞ








If nodes 5, 6 are at mid points of two straight sides, then Eq. (1b) reduces to
x ¼ x3 þ ðx1  x3Þnþ ðx2  x3Þgþ ð4x4  2x1  2x2Þng
y ¼ y3 þ ðy1  y3Þnþ ðy2  y3Þgþ ð4y4  2y1  2y2Þng
ð1cÞ
Cubic case: Here we consider the 10-node triangular element in which again one of the sides is curved and the other
two sides are straight, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case the Lagrange interpolant for the ﬁeld variable u (say) governing





Fig. 1. Mapping of a 6-node curved triangle into right isoscele unit triangle.
Fig. 2. A curved (10-noded) element and its conﬁguration in n–g co-ordinate.
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where uei refers to unknown at node i and
N1ðn; gÞ ¼ 12ð2n 9n2 þ 9n3Þ; N2ðn; gÞ ¼ 12ð2g 9g2 þ 9g3Þ
N3ðn; gÞ ¼ 12ð2 11n 11gþ 18n2 þ 36ngþ 18g2  9n3  27n2g 27ng2  9g3Þ
N4ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ðngþ 3n2gÞ; N5ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ðngþ 3ng2Þ
N6ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ðgþ ngþ 4g2  3ng2  3g3Þ
N7ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ð2g 5ng 5g2 þ 3n2gþ 6ng2 þ 3g3Þ
N8ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ð2n 5n2  5ngþ 3n3 þ 6n2gþ 3ng2Þ
N9ðn; gÞ ¼ 92ðnþ 4n2 þ ng 3n3  3n2gÞ
N10ðn; gÞ ¼ 27ðng n2g ng2Þ
ð2aÞ








If nodes 6, 7, 8 and 9 are at the trisection points of two straight sides of the triangle, then Eq. (2b) reduces to
x ¼ x3 þ ðx1  x3Þnþ ðx2  x3Þgþ 92ðx1  x2  2x3  x4  x5 þ 6x10Þng
þ 9
2
ðx2 þ 2x3 þ 3x4  6x10Þn2gþ 92ðx1 þ 2x3 þ 3x5  6x10Þng2
y ¼ y3 þ ðy1  y3Þnþ ðy2  y3Þgþ 92ðy1  y2  2y3  y4  y5 þ 6y10Þng
þ 9
2
ðy2 þ 2y3 þ 3y4  6y10Þn2gþ 92ðy1 þ 2y3 þ 3y5  6y10Þng2
ð2cÞ
which shows that the curve (2c) which ‘‘replaces’’ the original curve through ðx1; y1Þ, ðx4; y4Þ, ðx5; y5Þ and ðx2; y2Þ is a
cubic curve. Since a cubic curve must possess a double point, which may result in a cusp or a loop in the curve, it is in
general undesirable as an approximation to a simple smooth curve [9].
However, if we choose
x5 ¼ x4  13ðx1  x2Þ; y5 ¼ y4  13ðy1  y2Þ; and
x10 ¼ 112ðx1 þ x2 þ 4x3 þ 3x4 þ 3x5Þ; y10 ¼ 112ðy1 þ y2 þ 4y3 þ 3y4 þ 3y5Þ
ð2dÞ
The cubic curve degenerates into a unique parabola passing through the four points ðx1; y1Þ, ðx4; y4Þ,
ðx5; y5Þ 	 ðx4  13x1 þ 13x2; y4  13y1 þ 13y2Þ
and ðx2; y2Þ and hence transformation equations in Eq. (2c) further reduces to
x ¼ x3 þ ðx1  x3Þnþ ðx2  x3Þgþ 94ðx4 þ x5  x1  x2Þng
y ¼ y3 þ ðy1  y3Þnþ ðy2  y3Þgþ 94ðy4 þ y5  y1  y2Þng
ð2eÞ
2.1. Determination of two intermediate nodal points (x4; y4), (x5; y5) along a known curved boundary
Consider a general conic that represents the curved boundary as
f ðx; yÞ ¼ p00 þ p10xþ p01y þ p20x2 þ p11xy þ p02y2 ¼ 0 ð2fÞ
Since the points ðx4; y4Þ and ðx5; y5Þ lie on the curve f ðx; yÞ and satisfy the condition that
x5 ¼ x4 þ e; y5 ¼ y4 þ d ð2gÞ
where e ¼ ð1=3Þðx2  x1Þ; d ¼ ð1=3Þðy2  y1Þ are known.
Thus from Eq. (2f), we have
f ðx4; y4Þ ¼ 0 ð2hÞ
and
f ðx5; y5Þ ¼ f ðx4 þ e; y4 þ dÞ ¼ 0 ð2iÞ
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On using Eq. (2h) into Eq. (2i), we obtain
x4 ¼ ky4 þ l ð2jÞ
where
k ¼ ðp11eþ 2p02dÞ
2p20eþ p11d ; l ¼
ðp10eþ p01dþ p20e2 þ p11edþ p02d2Þ
2p20eþ p11d ð2kÞ
Further by use of Eq. (2j) into Eq. (2h) leads to a quadratic equation in y4: q2y24 þ q1y4 þ q0 ¼ 0 which leads to the
solution:








q2 ¼ k2p20 þ kp11 þ p02
q1 ¼ kp10 þ p01 þ 2klp20 þ p11l
q0 ¼ p00 þ p10lþ p20l2
ð2mÞ
So the desired value of y4 is known and then x4 is known from Eq. (2j). Finally x5, y5 can be thus obtained from Eq. (2g).
Note that using the available technologies (e.g. MATHCAD, MATHEMATICA, etc.) direct solution for x4, y4 using Eqs.
(2h) and (2i) are also possible.
2.2. Equation of the parabola in matching the curved boundaries
It is observed from Eqs. (1c) and (2e), transformation equations for the 6-node and the 10-node triangular elements
are of the same form. Thus we can write
x ¼ x3 þ c2n c1gþ c3ng
y ¼ y3  b2nþ b1g b3ng
ð3Þ
where
b1 ¼ y2  y3; c1 ¼ x3  x2; b2 ¼ y3  y1; c2 ¼ x1  x3 ð3aÞ
and
b3 ¼ ð4y4  2y1  2y2Þ for the 6-noded curved element9
4
ðy4 þ y5  y1  y2Þ for the 10-noded curved element

c3 ¼ ð4x4  2x1  2x2Þ for the 6-noded curved element9
4
ðx4 þ x5  x1  x2Þ for the 10-noded curved element
 ð3bÞ
It follows after eliminating n and g between Eq. (3) and the relation g ¼ 1 n that the equation of the curved side is the
parabola given by
b23x
2 þ 2b3c3xy þ c23y2 þ ðb24c3  2b23c5  2b3b5c3  b3b4c4Þx ðb3c24 þ 2b5c23 þ 2b3c3c5  b4c3c4Þy
þ ðb25c23 þ b23c25 þ b3b5c24  b24c3c5 þ b3b4c4c5  b4b5c3c4 þ 2b3b5c3c5Þ ¼ 0
with b4 ¼ b1 þ b2 þ b3; b5 ¼ y3  b1; c4 ¼ c1 þ c2 þ c3; c5 ¼ x3  c1 ð3cÞ
which has replaced the original curve f ðx; yÞ ¼ 0 and passes through three points ðx1; y1Þ, ðx4; y4Þ, ðx2; y2Þ for the
quadratic case and four points ðx1; y1Þ, ðx4; y4Þ, ðx5; y5Þ, ðx2; y2Þ for the cubic case. For details we refer to Ref. [10].
Therefore it is reasonable to choose the deﬁning parameters to replace the original curved element sides by a parabola.
Since the conics are the only rational (by deﬁnition) curves, which do not possess multiple points, we have avoided the
possibility of bad curve approximation. This process would have the added advantage that it keeps the degree of the
Jacobian of the transformation to a minimum [11].
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3. Explicit form of the Jacobian
By use of Eq. (3), the Jacobian J can be expressed explicitly as










¼ a0 þ a1nþ a2g ð3dÞ
where
a0 ¼ b1c2  b2c1; a1 ¼ b2c3  b3c2; a2 ¼ b1c3  b3c1 ð3eÞ
3.1. Geometrical interpretation of a0, a1, a2
Let Dijk refers to area of a linear triangle with vertices ðxi; yiÞ, ðxj; yjÞ, ðxk ; ykÞ, then
(a) for 6-node curved triangle (see Fig. 3) it can be shown that
a0 ¼ 2D312; a1 ¼ 8ðD314  D31CÞ; a2 ¼ 8ðD342  D3C2Þ ð3fÞ
where
xc ¼ x1 þ x2
2
; yc ¼ y1 þ y2
2
ð3gÞ
(b) for the 10-node curved triangle (see Fig. 2(a)), similarly it can be shown that
a0 ¼ 2D312; a1 ¼ 3ð3D314  D312Þ; a2 ¼ 3ð3D234  2D312Þ ð3hÞ
4. Global derivatives and their product in polynomial form
To obtain the global derivatives i.e., oNi=ox and oNi=oy we wish to make use of existence constants, expressed in
terms of well known Kronecker delta, so that the algebraic equation for the global derivatives can be written in a
compact form.
4.1. Global derivatives
























Fig. 3. 6-node curved triangular elements.
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where J is deﬁned in Eq. (3d).
Now on using the Eqs. (1a), (2a) and (3) in Eq. (5), solving for oNl=ox and oNl=oy, we obtain





ðA1;lt þ A2;lt nþ A3;lt gþ A4;lt n2 þ A5;lt ngþ A6;lt g2Þ ð6Þ
where
A1;lt ¼ S1E1l þ S2E2l; A2;lt ¼ S1E3l þ S2E4l  S3E1l
A3;lt ¼ S1E4l þ S2E5l þ S3E2l; A4;lt ¼ S3E3l
A5;lt ¼ 0 and A6;lt ¼ S3E5l
ð6aÞ
Further, existence constants used in Eq. (6a) are as follows:
E1l ¼ ðd1l þ 3d3l  4d6lÞ
E2l ¼ ðd2l þ 3d3l  4d5lÞ
E3l ¼ 4ðd1l þ d3l  2d6lÞ
E4l ¼ 4ðd3l þ d4l  d5l  d6lÞ
E5l ¼ 4ðd2l þ d3l  2d5lÞ
ð6bÞ





ðA1;lt þ A2;lt nþ A3;lt gþ A4;lt n2 þ A5;lt ngþ A6;lt g2 þ A7;lt n3 þ A8;lt n2gþ A9;lt ng2 þ A10;lt g3Þ ð6cÞ
where
A1;lt ¼ S1E1l þ S2E2l; A2;lt ¼ S1E3l þ S2E4l  S3E1l
A3;lt ¼ S1E4l þ S2E5l þ S3E2l; A4;lt ¼ S1E6l  S2E7l  S3E3l
A5;lt ¼ 2S1E7l þ 2S2E8l; A6;lt ¼ S1E8l þ S2E9l þ S3E5l
A7;lt ¼ S3E6l; A8;lt ¼ S3E7l
A9;lt ¼ S3E8l; A10;lt ¼ S3E9l
ð6dÞ
where existence constants used in Eq. (6d) are as follows:
E1l ¼ 12ð2d1l  11d3l þ 18d8l  9d9lÞ
E2l ¼ 12ð2d2l  11d3l  9d6l þ 18d7lÞ
E3l ¼ 9ðd1l  2d3l þ 5d8l  4d9lÞ
E4l ¼ 92ð4d3l  d4l  d5l þ d6l  5d7l  5d8l þ d9l þ 6d10lÞ
E5l ¼ 9ðd2l  2d3l  4d6l þ 5d7lÞ
E6l ¼ 272 ðd1l  d3l þ 3d8l  3d9lÞ
E7l ¼ 272 ðd3l  d4l  d7l  2d8l þ d9l þ 2d10lÞ
E8l ¼ 272 ðd3l  d5l þ d6l  2d7l  d8l þ 2d10lÞ
E9l ¼ 272 ðd2l  d3l  3d6l þ 3d7lÞ
ð6eÞ
where 16 l6NP, NP is the number of points in the element and NN is the order of interpolation functions.
For both the elements (6-node and 10-node) obvious changes are
sr ¼ br when t ¼ xcr when t ¼ y r

¼ 1; 2; 3
where br, cr are as deﬁned in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) and Kronecker delta deﬁned as
dij ¼ 1 if i ¼ j0 if i 6¼ j

ð6fÞ
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Note 1: To obtain the coeﬃcients A1;lt ;A
2;l
t ; . . . ;A
6;l
t in Eq. (6) according to Eq. (6a) (i.e., for quadratic triangle)
FORTRAN subroutine is GDQT ð. . . ; s1; s2; s3;AtÞ. Hence for oNl=ox i.e., t ¼ x to determine coeﬃcients A1;lx ;A2;lx ; . . . ;A6;lx
statement is CALL GDQT ð. . . ; b1; b2; b3;AxÞ, whereas for oNl=oy i.e., when t ¼ y to obtain A1;ly ;A2;ly ; . . . ;A6;ly statement
is CALL GDQT ð. . . ; c1; c2; c3;AyÞ.
Note 2: To obtain the coeﬃcients A1;lt ;A
2;l
t ; . . . ;A
10;l
t in Eq. (6c) according to Eq. (6d) (i.e., for cubic triangle)
FORTRAN subroutine is GDCT ð. . . ; s1; s2; s3;AtÞ. Hence for oNl=ox i.e., when t ¼ x to determine coeﬃcients
A1;lx ;A
2;l
x ; . . . ;A
10;l
x statement is CALL GDCT ð. . . ; b1; b2; b3;AxÞ, whereas for oNl=oy i.e., when t ¼ y to obtain
A1;ly ;A
2;l
y ; . . . ;A
10;l
y statement is CALL GDCT ð. . . ; c1; c2; c3;AyÞ.
Note 3:With known NN (the order of the interpolation functions) we can determine the number of points i.e. NP in
the element deﬁning as NP ¼ ð1=2ÞðNNþ 1ÞðNNþ 2Þ e.g. for the 6-node element NN ¼ 2 and we obtain NP¼ 6.
Similarly for the 10-node element NN¼ 3 and we obtain NP¼ 10. Therefore NN is the choice to select the element
order and with this actual dimension of arrays can be written. This is implemented in the program.
4.2. Product of global derivatives
It is well known that the integration of the product of global derivatives which ﬁnds applications in many areas of
science and engineering is the main and important task as well as time consuming in FEM solution procedure. In this






















and ﬁnally we consider their integration.
4.2.1. First method











ðA1;jz þ A2;jz nþ A3;jz gþ A4;jz n2 þ A5;jz ngþ A6;jz g2Þ; z ¼ x or y; 16 j6NP ð7bÞ












ðA1;jz þ A2;jz nþ A3;jz gþ A4;jz n2 þ A5;jz ngþ A6;jz g2 þ A7;jz n3 þ A8;jz n2gþ A9;jz ng2 þ A10;jz g3Þ; z ¼ x or y; 16 j6NP
ð7dÞ
















ðt; zÞ 2 fðx; xÞ; ðy; yÞ; ðx; yÞ; ðy; xÞg and 16 i; j6NP; n ¼ 2NN ð7fÞ
Using Eq. (7e) with Eq. (7f) all products of global derivatives in Eq. (7) can be obtained. Hence on integration over
the domain D of a triangle from Eq. (7e), we obtain


































a0 þ a1n þ a2g dgdn for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n ð7hÞ
and coeﬃcients Ci;j;ml;lt;z in Eq. (7g) are known from Eqs. (7a) and (7b) for 6-node triangular element (NN ¼ 2) n ¼ 4)
and from Eqs. (7c) and (7d) for 10-node triangular element (NN ¼ 3) n ¼ 6).
From Eq. (7g) it is clear that we need a total ð1=2Þðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ integrals of the type as deﬁned in Eq. (7h) and the
same number of coeﬃcient Ci;j;ml;lt;z to evaluate K
i;j
t;z for each i, j.
Computer implementation for determining these coeﬃcients requires lot of memory space, since four-dimensional
arrays are needed. Besides that there is no unique formulae for these coeﬃcients. Hence in coding the assignment
statement is the only way to deﬁne each Ci;j;ml;lt;z and this very signiﬁcantly increases the number of statements to be
executed and hence also the computing time.
4.2.2. Second method



























fPgT ¼ 1 n g n2 ng g2

  ð7kÞ



































fPgT ¼ 1 n g n2 ng g2 n3 n2g ng2 g3

  ð7nÞ
Now if we obtain the product ðoNi=otÞ ðoNj=ozÞ using Eqs. (7i) and (7j) or Eqs. (7l) and (7m) and integrate over the
domain D of a triangle, we obtain








fPgfPgT dgdn; J ¼ a0 þ a1nþ a2g ð7pÞ
and
(a) for the 6-node triangular element
fAs;qgT ¼ A1;qs A2;qs A3;qs A4;qs A5;qs A6;qs

  ð7qÞ
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(b) for the 10-node triangular element
fAs;qgT ¼ A1;qs A2;qs A3;qs A4;qs A5;qs A6;qs A7;qs A8;qs A9;qs A10;qs

  ð7rÞ
with the choices as: if s ¼ t then q ¼ i and if s ¼ z then q ¼ j. We wish to note here that the second method is suitable and
convenient for the computer implementation and requires less memory space. Since in this case for each i, j one- and
two-dimensional arrays are needed and the computation of Ki;jt;z is the product of arrays only. Further the symmetric
integral matrix [B] in Eq. (7o) is independent of other two arrays of coeﬃcients. Thus its evaluation with known
integrals of the type as deﬁned in Eq. (7h) is one time exercise for a speciﬁc element geometry. If all components of
fAs;qgT for s ¼ t, q ¼ i and s ¼ z, q ¼ j are computed for that element then the computation of Ki;jt;z requires less
computing time.
5. Problem statement
In order to evaluate the integrals of product of global derivatives for an element using any one of the methods as







a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n ð8Þ
The nature of the integrands depends on the values of a1 and a2. From Eqs. (3f) and (3h) it is clear that a0 > 0 and a1,
a2 can be determined by the areas of two triangles. Hence they may be distinct, equal, negative or positive and zero as
well.
Thus there arise ﬁve distinct cases:
ð1Þ a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0 and a0 > a1;a2
ð2Þ a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a ðsayÞ 6¼ 0 and a0 > a
ð3Þ a1 ¼ 0; a2 6¼ 0 and a0 P  a2
ð4Þ a1 6¼ 0; a2 ¼ 0 and a0 P  a1
ð5Þ a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a ðsayÞ ¼ 0
ð9Þ
Since a0, a1, a2 can be determined by the co-ordinates of the vertices of the triangle and satisfy above conditions in Eq.
(9), we refer a0, a1, a2 as the functions of nodal values.
5.1. Basic idea































For details see Appendix A: Eqs. (A.1)–(A.8).
It is clear that Eqs. (7g), (10) and (11) are identical. But Eqs. (10) and (11) give us the idea that a total
ð1=2Þðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ integrals i.e., IIml;la1 ;a2 ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m, m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ can be calculated in two ways e.g.,
(1) ðnþ 1Þ integrals of the form IIr;0a1 ;a2 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n and ð1=2Þnðnþ 1Þ integrals of the form II l;mþ1a1 ;a2ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 m, m ¼ 0; 1; 2 . . . ; n 1Þ and
(2) ðnþ 1Þ integrals of the form II0;ra1 ;a2 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n and ð1=2Þnðnþ 1Þ integrals of the form IImþ1;la1 ;a2ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 m, m ¼ 0; 1; 2 . . . ; n 1Þ.
Therefore in either way a total ðnþ 1Þ þ 1
2
nðnþ 1Þ ¼ 1
2
ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ integrals i.e., IIml;la1 ;a2 ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m,
m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ can be calculated. Accordingly in the next section our aim is to establish analytical integration
formulae for the integrals:



































a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn ð12bÞ
for diﬀerent conditions on functions of nodal values a0, a1, a2 as mentioned in Eq. (9).
6. Explicit integration formulae
In this section we ﬁrst establish two preliminary results in the form of lemmas. Then we wish to use these lemmas in
deriving analytical integration formulae for integrals of the type given in Eqs. (12a) and (12b).
Lemma 1. Let a, b 2 R such that a > 0, b 6¼ 0 and aþ b > 0 then for any non-negative integer rP 0 the following result
holds: Z 1
x¼0
xr lnðaþ bxÞdx ¼ 1




















Proof. By use of the method of integration by parts, we obtainZ 1
x¼0
xr lnðaþ bxÞdx ¼ 1










aþ bx dx ð13aÞ















in Eq. (13a) and then after integration and simpliﬁcation the result of Eq. (13) follows. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2. If the function f ðn; gÞ and all of its partial derivatives of any order are continuous on the unit triangle









f ðn; gÞdndg ð14Þ
The proof of the result in Eq. (14) directly follows from the geometric consideration. Also the result can be proved by
use of Taylor’s theorem for two variables.
Theorem 1. If a0, a1, a2 2 R are functions of nodal values and satisfy any one of the conditions a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0;
a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0; a1 ¼ 0, a2 6¼ 0. Then for any fixed non-negative integer nP 0 the analytical integration formulae for the
integrals IIml;la1 ;a2 for ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . nÞ are expressible in terms of the explicit integral expressions





ðfor r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ when a0 ¼ a2; a1 ¼ 0 ð15aÞ
via the recursive scheme




ðmþ lþ 2Þ!  EII
l;m
a1 ;a2
 FIIlþ1;ma1 ;a2 for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 ð16Þ
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where













nr½lnfða0 þ a2Þ þ ða1  a2Þng  lnða0 þ a1nÞdn




























 a0 þ a2
a1  a2
 p#
which agrees with Eq. (15) when
A ¼ a0
a1










; C ¼ a0 þ a2
a1  a2 ; D ¼ ln 1
















ðr þ 1 pÞ ðA
p  CpÞ
This proof of the result in Eq. (15a) directly follows after integration. Similar proof follows for the other two cases.





nlgmða0 þ a1nþ a2gÞ





nlgm dgdn ¼ m!l!ðmþ lþ 2Þ!
) a0IIl;ma1 ;a2 þ a1IIlþ1;ma1 ;a2 þ a2IIl;mþ1a1 ;a2 ¼
m!l!
ðmþ lþ 2Þ! ðby definitionÞ













which agrees with Eq. (16) when E ¼ a0=a2 and F ¼ a1=a2. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. If a0, a1, a2 2 R are functions of nodal values and satisfy any one of the conditions a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0; a1 ¼
a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0; a1 6¼ 0, a2 ¼ 0. Then for any fixed non-negative integer nP 0 the analytical integration formulae for the
integrals IIml;la1 ;a2 for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m, m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n are expressible in terms of the explicit integral expressions
II0;ra1 ;a2 ¼ QrfArþ1B Crþ1Dþ sumðrÞg ðfor r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ when a0 > a1; a2 ð17Þ
Parameter Values of parameter for condition
a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0 a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0 a1 ¼ 0, a2 6¼ 0
A a0=a1 a0=a 1þ ða0=a2Þ
B lnð1þ ð1=AÞÞ lnð1þ ð1=AÞÞ lnð1þ ða2=a0ÞÞ
C ða0 þ a2Þ=ða1  a2Þ 0 0
D lnð1þ ð1=CÞÞ 0 0
E a0=a2 a0=a a0=a2








SumðrÞ Prp¼0 ð1Þpr1ðrþ1pÞ ðAp  CpÞ Prp¼0 ð1Þpr1ðrþ1pÞ Ap Prp¼0 1ðpr1ÞAp





ðfor r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ when a0 ¼ a1; a2 ¼ 0 ð17aÞ





ðmþ lþ 2Þ!  EII
m;l
a1 ;a2
 FIIm;lþ1a1 ;a2 for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . n 1 ð18Þ
where








a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn













gr½lnfða0 þ a1Þ þ ða2  a1Þgg  lnða0 þ a2gÞdg




























 a0 þ a1
a2  a1
 p#
which agrees with Eq. (17) when
A ¼ a0
a2










; C ¼ a0 þ a1
a2  a1 ; D ¼ ln 1
















ðr þ 1 pÞ ðA
p  CpÞ
The proof of the result in Eq. (17a) directly follows after integration. Similar proof follows for the other two cases.





nmglða0 þ a1nþ a2gÞ





nmgl dgdn ¼ m!l!ðmþ lþ 2Þ!
Parameter Values of parameter for condition
a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0 a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0 a1 6¼ 0; a2 ¼ 0
A a0=a2 a0=a 1þ ða0=a1Þ
B lnð1þ ð1=AÞÞ lnð1þ ð1=AÞÞ lnð1þ ða1=a0ÞÞ
C ða0 þ a1Þ=ða2  a1Þ 0 0
D lnð1þ ð1=CÞÞ 0 0
E a0=a1 a0=a a0=a1








SumðrÞ Prp¼0 ð1Þpr1ðrþ1pÞ ðAp  CpÞ Prp¼0 ð1Þpr1ðrþ1pÞ Ap Prp¼0 1ðpr1ÞAp
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This agrees with the result in Eq. (18) when E ¼ a0=a1, F ¼ a2=a1, 1, and 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 





























a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn























This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Please note that the formula in Eq. (19) is applicable for the straight sided quadratic as well as cubic triangular element.
Because b3, c3 used in Eq. (3e) are zero, if we consider mid points and trisection points for the quadratic and cubic
triangular element respectively. Thus, for all cases as mentioned in Section 5, the integrals IIml;la1 ;a2 for l ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;m,
m ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n can be calculated and hence Ki;jt;z can be determined without resorting to numerical integration process.
6.1. Tabulation of analytical integration formulae
It is observed through Theorems and12, that either knowing IIr;0a1 ;a2 when a2 6¼ 0 or knowing II0;ra1 ;a2 when a1 6¼ 0 for
r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n other ð1=2Þnðnþ 1Þ integrals can be computed eﬃciently either using Eq. (16) or Eq. (18). For the
present purpose integrals IIr;0a1 ;a2 and II
0;r
a1 ;a2
due to diﬀerent element geometry for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6 are tabulated in Table 1
and formulae for the corresponding recursive scheme are presented in Table 2.
7. Number of operations required to evaluate Ki;jx;x
In this section we present the operation count formulae for the integrals as mentioned in the previous section and for
the evaluation of Ki;jx;x in three (possible) approaches when a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0.
7.1. First approach
In this approach, to obtain the components of element stiﬀness matrix, we are required to evaluate the following
integral Ki;j for 16 i6NP, i6 j6NP (with reference to FEM formulation for Poisson equation in 2D):
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Table 1






a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6ð Þ (Panel A) and II
r;0
0;a2
when a0 ¼ a2 (Panel B)
Condition, parameter Integral Expression of formula
Panel A




A ¼ a0=a1 II1;0a1 ;a2
1
2a2
A2B C2D A Cð Þ
 





A Cð Þ  A2  C2  
C ¼ a0 þ a2ð Þ=






A Cð Þ þ 1
2
A2  C2  A3  C3  





A Cð Þ  1
3
A2  C2 þ 1
2






A Cð Þ þ 1
4
A2  C2  1
3
A3  C3 þ 1
2






A Cð Þ  1
5
A2  C2 þ 1
4
A3  C3  1
3
A4  C4 
þ 1
2
A5  C5  A6  C6 
a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0 II0;0a;a 1a 1 ABð Þ


































































A5 þ A6  A7B
 













































































Expression of formulae for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6
r ¼ 0 r ¼ 1 r ¼ 2 r ¼ 3 r ¼ 4 r ¼ 5 r ¼ 6
IIr;00;a2 1=a2 1=4a2 1=9a2 1=16a2 1=25a2 1=36a2 1=49a2
Note: In Panel A a0 > a1, a2. Explicit formulae for the integrals II0;ra1 ;a2 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . ., 6 depending on conditions a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0; a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0 and
a1 6¼ 0, a2 ¼ 0 can be obtained from the table by interchanging a1 and a2 in the ﬁrst column (to change parameter values) and in the third column (expression
of formulae) with interchanging superscripts in the second column (integrals). From Panel B explicit formulae for the integrals II0;ra1 ;0 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6
when a0 ¼ a1 can be obtained easily with the interchange of superscripts of integrals and replacing a2 by a1 in the expression of formulae. When a2 ¼ 0 or
both a1, a2 < 0 and ja2j < ja1j then (for computer implementation) Theorem 2 is applicable. Otherwise Theorem 1 is applicable. Accordingly two
subroutines AINTV . . . ; a0; a1; a2;AIIð Þ and AINTV1 . . . ; a0; a1; a2;AIIð Þ for Theorems 1 and 2 respectively are appended in FORTRAN code.







































































and J ¼ a0 þ a1nþ a2g; a0, a1, a2 are known functions of nodal values as in Eq. (9).
7.2. Second approach








































































































































 EII0;5b;c þ FII1;5b;c
 
Recursive formulae for the integrals IImþ1;la1 ;a2 ðl ¼ 0; 1; ; . . . ; n 1 m; m ¼ 0; 1; ; . . . ; n 1Þ for n6 6 when a1 6¼ 0 and a0 P  a1, a2 can be obtained
from the above table by interchanging a1 and a2 and also interchanging superscripts of the integrals e.g., now E ¼ a0=a1, F ¼ a2=a1 and we obtain the
formula II1;0b;c ¼ ð1=2a1Þ  ðEII0;0b;c þ FII0;1b;c Þ. In this case integrals II0;ra1 ;a2 are assumed known from the explicit formulae.
a
For the above formulae integrals IIr;0a1 ;a2 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6 are assumed known from Table 1 and E ¼ a0=a2, F ¼ a1=a2 (b ¼ a1, r ¼ a2).








a0 þ a1nþ a2g dgdn
We wish to note here that for the ﬁrst and second approaches operation count formulae are presented for the Gauss
quadrature rule only, whereas for the third approach we have presented operation count formulae for the analytical
integration formulae as well as for the Gauss quadrature rule. Further in this approach (as we proposed in Section 5) to
calculate the integrals IIml;la1 ;a2 , we have considered the integrals II
r;0
a1 ;a2
for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n for the evaluation by using the
Gauss quadrature rule and also by use of our proposed explicit integration scheme. Then the other integrals IIl;mþ1a1 ;a2 for
l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 m, m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n 1 are considered for the evaluation by use of the recursive scheme of this
paper. Operation count formulae are listed in Table 3. Finally operation count formula to determine Ki;jx;x are presented
in Table 4.
In Table 5, G7 and G13 are written for the Gauss 7-point and 13-point integration rules. Further notice that the
Gauss quadrature rule is applied only to evaluate the integrals IIr;0a1 ;a2 (for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n) and the other integrals are
evaluated by use of the recursive scheme as discussed in the third approach. We mention that the implementation of the
recursive scheme has improved the eﬃciency of the Gauss quadrature rule by reducing more than 60% of total op-
erations that required to evaluate these integrals in usual way i.e., without recursive scheme. Since for n ¼ 4 to evaluate
these integrals Gauss 7-point requires 617 multiplicationsþ 300 additions¼ 917 operations and 13-point rule requires
total 1133 multiplicationsþ 570 additions¼ 1703 operations.
Some important points can be mentioned here that the number of operations in Table 6 shows that the second
approach is not acceptable for the eﬃciency of calculation. But the third approach is more eﬃcient compared to the
other two approaches and improves the eﬃciency of the Gauss quadrature rule to evaluate Ki;jx;x. Analytical integration
formulae are developed based on the third approach. The savings in terms of the operation count are still higher in case
of analytical integration formulae than the Gauss quadrature with the recursive scheme. We may also note that de-
termination of global x-derivatives and global y-derivatives is via the chain rule of partial diﬀerentiation and one needs
to compute shape function derivatives with respect to two local variables n and g this again requires some arithmetic.
Table 3






a0 þ a1nþ a2gdgdn for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n
Method of integration Total number of operations
Number of multiplications Number of additions
G [NGPf1
2
nðnþ 1Þ þ 3nþ 4g þ 1
2
ðnþ 1Þð2þ 3nÞ] ð3NGP 1Þðnþ 1Þ þ nðnþ 1Þ
A [1
6
ðnþ 1Þð2n2 þ 7nþ 18Þ þ 3
2
nðnþ 1Þ] ðnþ 1Þ2 þ nðnþ 1Þ
A 1
2
ðnþ 1Þð5nþ 6Þ ðnþ 1Þ2 þ nðnþ 1Þ
Table 4
Operation count formula to evaluate Ki;jx;x for 16 i6NP; i6 j6NP
Approach Method of inte-
gration
Total number of operation



















þ 2g  1
Third G NGPf1
2





NPðNPþ 1Þðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ





ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ  1g
A 1
6





NPðNPþ 1Þðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ





ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ  1g
A 1
2
ðnþ 1Þð5nþ 6Þ þ 1
4





ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ  1g
G––Gauss quadrature formula, A––Analytical integration formula as listed in Table 1, A––Horner’s method is used in the explicit integration scheme to
evaluate II r;0a1 ;a2 (for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n), NGP––number of Gauss points, n––degree of the bivariate polynomial e.g., n ¼ 4 for the 6-node and n ¼ 6 for the
10-node triangular element. Operation count formulae for the integration are presented for the most general case a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0 and comparison is made in
Table 5 for the 6-node and 10-node curved triangular element.
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While in the second and third approaches bivariate polynomials are ﬁrst obtained. We feel that the arithmetic involved
in the three approaches for such computations are about the same. Hence we ignore the above mentioned arithmetic
operations while tabulating the number of operation count in all the three approaches proposed in this work.
8. Application example







þ 2 ¼ 0 within A ð20Þ
u ¼ 0 on C1 ;
ou
on
¼ 0 on C2 ð21Þ
where C1 and C

2 constitute the cross-section boundaries.
Table 5
Number of operations to evaluate the integrals IIml;la1 ;a2 ðl ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;m; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ for the 6-node and 10-node curved
triangular element








6-noded element, n ¼ 4 G7 217 120 337
G13 373 210 583
A 95 45 140
A 65 45 110
10-noded element, n ¼ 6 G7 371 182 553
G13 629 308 937
A 217 91 308
A 126 91 217
Table 6
Number of operations to evaluate Ki;jx;x ð16 i6NP; i6 j6NPÞ for the 6-node and the 10-node curved triangular elements according to
the ﬁrst, second and third approaches









n ¼ 4, NP ¼ 6
First G7 3255 2478 5733
G13 6027 4620 10 647
Second G7 6489 2478 8967
G13 12 033 4620 16 653
Third G7 532 414 946
G13 688 504 1192
A 410 339 749
A 380 339 719
10-noded element,
n ¼ 6, NP ¼ 10
First G7 17 765 11 110 28 875
G13 32 945 20 680 53 625
Second G7 44 715 11 495 56 210
G13 82 995 21 395 104 390
Third G7 1911 1667 3578
G13 2169 1793 3962
A 1757 1576 3333
A 1666 1576 3242
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8.1. Finite element equation






NP ¼ 6 for the 6-node triangular element
10 for the 10-node triangular element

The element geometry is also expressed in terms of the Lagrangian shape functions as in Eqs. (1c), (2e) or Eq. (3).
Using the Galerkin weighted residual FE procedure, we obtain the following FE equations:
½Kfug ¼ fF g ð22aÞ
where






Using Eq. (7g) or Eq. (7o) Ki;jx;x and K
i;j
y;y can be calculated for i, j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;NP.
(a) For the 6-node triangular element (NP¼ 6): Using Eqs. (1a) and (3d) in Eq. (22c), we obtain
F1 ¼ 160ð2a1  a2Þ; F2 ¼ 160ð2a2  a1Þ
F3 ¼  160ða1 þ a2Þ; F4 ¼ 115ð5a0 þ 2a1 þ 2a2Þ
F5 ¼ 115ð5a0 þ a1 þ 2a2Þ; F6 ¼ 115ð5a0 þ 2a1 þ a2Þ
ð22dÞ
(b) For the 10-node triangular element (NP¼ 10): Using Eqs. (2a) and (3d) in Eq. (22c), we obtain
F1 ¼ 1120ð4a0 þ 2a1 þ a2Þ; F2 ¼ 1120ð4a0 þ a1 þ 2a2Þ; F3 ¼ 1120ð4a0 þ a1 þ a2Þ
F4 ¼ 340ða0 þ a1Þ; F5 ¼ 340ða0 þ a2Þ; F6 ¼ 340ða0 þ a2Þ; F7 ¼ 340a0
F8 ¼ 340a0; F9 ¼ 340ða0 þ a1Þ; F10 ¼ 120ð9a0 þ 3a1 þ 3a2Þ
ð22eÞ
8.2. Finite element procedure
The calculation process consists of the following steps:
(a) For each element obtain the components of element matrices i.e., Ki;j and Fi.
(b) Obtain the global FE equations for the whole system by assembling element equations.
(c) Impose boundary conditions and solve for the generalized stress vectors of the whole system.
(d) Calculate the torsional constant k for which analytical result is k ¼ 2 R RA udxdy.
8.3. Test problems
An example of solid cross-sections when the domain contains curved boundary and for which exact solution exits are
presented. A measure of error, Ek , is provided with the exact solution of the torsional constant k, where
Ek ¼ 100j1 ðk=kexactÞj.
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Example 1. A circular and an elliptic cross-section. As a circular cross-section can be made from an elliptic cross-
section, we consider here the elliptic cross-section and the solution of the problem are tabulated for both the cross-
sections. The physical geometry and FE model are shown in Fig. 4. Due to symmetry, only one-fourth of the model is
constructed. To show the application of the 6-node and the 10-node curved triangular element we shall illustrate the
solution by use of a single element (see Fig. 4(a) and (b)).
(a) For 6-node element: Consider a ¼ 6, b ¼ 2 then








from Eq. (3e) we obtain a0 ¼ 12, a1 ¼ 21:53679831, a2 ¼ 8:821067231, similarly








, we obtain a0 ¼ 12, a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a ¼ 9:941125498,




, we obtain a0 ¼ 12, a1 ¼ 17:56921938, a2 ¼ 0, and




, y4 ¼ 1, we obtain a0 ¼ 12, a1 ¼ 0, a2 ¼ 17:56921938.
The obtained results are summarized in Table 7.
(b) For 10-node element: According to the choice of x4, y4, x5, y5 as mentioned in Eq. (2d). If we solve the equation of
ellipse according to the method in Section 2.1, we obtain
Fig. 4. An elliptic ða > bÞ=a circular ða ¼ bÞ cross-section and the FE model. FE model with (a) 6-node element and (b) 10-node
element.
Table 7
Computed Prandl stress values ui ði ¼ 3, 5, 6), torsional constant k, error Ek for Example 1, by use of a single 6-node (curved) tri-
angular element ða ¼ 6, b ¼ 2Þ
fueg; k;Ek FE solution computed for the condition Analytical results
a1 6¼ a2 6¼ 0 a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a 6¼ 0 a1 ¼ 0, a2 6¼ 0 a1 6¼ 0, a2 ¼ 0
u3 3.54196547 3.492101285 3.189536668 3.737705041 3.6
u5 3.187950666 2.934370961 2.547081760 3.231540848 2.7
u6 2.071201396 2.70321103 2.292375269 2.5294264 2.7
k 103.3731571 130.4077169 108.3023269 126.6391042 135.7168026
Ek 28.832% 3.912% 20.19997% 6.689%
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Table 8
Computed Prandtl stress values ui ði ¼ 3; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10Þ, torsional constant k, error Ek for Example 1, by use of a single 10-node (curved) triangular element
ða; bÞ FE solution () and exact solution () Error Ek





Þ  0.1245575611 0.068568850 0.110070420 0.11007042 0.0685689 0.0791144 0.0969540 1.239%
 0.125 0.069444440 0.111111111 0.11111111 0.0694444 0.0794337 0.0981700
ð1; 1Þ  0.49823025 0.274275410 0.440281665 0.44028167 0.2742754 0.3164574 1.55125815 1.243%
 0.5 0.277777770 0.444444444 0.44444444 0.2777777 0.3177346 1.57079633
ð2; 2Þ  1.99292098 1.097101530 1.761126630 1.76112663 1.0971015 1.2658296 24.8201304 1.243%
 2.0 1.111111110 1.777777778 1.77777778 1.1111111 1.2709386 25.1327412
ð1; 1
2
Þ  0.19882379 0.109136698 0.175456720 0.17633178 0.1102318 0.1266754 0.31025741 1.242%
 0.2 0.111111111 0.177777778 0.17777778 0.1111111 0.1270939 0.3141592
ð2; 2
3
Þ  0.3961694 0.21741560 0.349555210 0.35289372 0.2210790 0.2536292 1.65474594 1.239%
 0.4 0.22222222 0.355555556 0.35555556 0.2222222 0.2541877 1.6755161
ð2; 3
2
Þ  1.43434131 0.78834652 1.266593190 1.26886390 0.7914304 0.9115104 13.402915 1.243%
 1.44 0.8 1.28 1.28 0.8 0.9150758 13.5716803
ð6; 2Þ  3.565539837 1.956740329 3.146020123 3.17604350 1.9897313 2.2826672 134.034817 1.239%
 3.6 2.0 3.2 3.2 2.0 2.2876894 135.716803
ð10; 1Þ  0.96740166 0.532670585 0.85514801 0.87626430 0.5496799 0.6301355 30.7213103 1.233%













































































x10 ¼ 112ðaþ 3x4 þ 3x5Þ; y10 ¼ 112ðbþ 3y4 þ 3y5Þ
For the diﬀerent values of a, b the values of x4, y4, x5, y5, x10, y10 are calculated and then a0, a1, a2 are calculated by use of
Eq. (3e). Computed results are given in Table 8. In each case equation of the parabola obtained by use of Eq. (3c) and
that properly matched the curved side.
Example 2. Here we now consider yet another additional example [12] to demonstrate the application of derived






¼ f ðx; yÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 oX ð23Þ
u ¼ 0 on outer boundary i.e., for ðx; yÞ 2 oX.




f ðx; yÞNi dxdy
where f ðx; yÞ ¼ 10ð2x 8y  10x2þ 12xy  10y2þ 12x3 þ 60xy2 þ 12y3  36x3y  36xy3Þ and other calculations are
the same as torsion problem. The domain X and oX are shown in Fig. 5(a) and results are summarized in Tables 9
and 10.
Fig. 5. (a) The domain X and oX boundary for Example 2. (b) FE model with 10-node triangular elements and global nodes for
Example 2.
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For element 7 the other components of element matrices relative error is less and hence these are not listed in Table
9. Similar errors are depicted for integrals IIr;0c;0 for r ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6 in case of element 8 where a0 ¼ 0:375,
Table 9
Some integrals and components of element stiﬀness matrices computed by 7-point, 13-point Gauss quadrature rules and analytical
integration formulae for concave shaped curved triangular element 7 in Example 2 (a0 ¼ 0:375, a1 ¼ 0, a2 ¼ 0:375 ¼ c)
II0;r0;c ; Ki;j For Gauss 7-point rule For Gauss 13-point rule For analytical inte-
gration formulaeValue of integral Error Value of integral Error
II0;00;c 2.5066666810 6% 2.5661127830 4% 2.6666666667
II0;10;c 1.1733333470 12% 1.2237794460 7% 1.3333333333
II0;20;c 0.7288885270 18% 0.7883350131 11% 0.8888888888
II0;30;c 0.5066667441 24% 0.5661127876 15% 0.6666666666
II0;40;c 0.3733333696 30% 0.4327794580 19% 0.5333333321
II0;50;c 0.2844445017 36% 0.3438906021 23% 0.44444444311
II0;60;c 0.2209524061 42% 0.2803985370 26% 0.3809523796
K3;6 0.6706309416 37% 0.8240679211 22% 1.0569642700
K6;6 6.9153416880 32% 8.1446555530 20% 10.189285680
K6;7 2.830760082 37% 3.445498020 23% 4.467857104
K6;8 0.1832124914 58% 0.1328020961 15% 0.1157143060
K6;9 0.2555340518 36% 0.205120026 9% 0.188035721
K7;7 4.5443409190 17% 4.9526402080 10% 5.498035657
Table 10
Computed function values for Example 2 with error by use of 10-node triangular element
i ui value
FE Error Exact
9 0.103404340 11.3% 0.1167052470
10 0.104683900 5.6% 0.1109182100
11 0.061576443 8.7% 0.0675154320
12 0.049737650 9.7% 0.0453317900
13 0.056242359 1.17% 0.0569058600
14 0.068331021 0.21% 0.0684799383
17 0.138834681 7.9% 0.1286008230
18 0.087165535 0.3% 0.0874485600
19 0.060322290 11.6% 0.0540123500
20 0.110840436 2.06% 0.1131687240
21 0.259013899 0.71% 0.2572016500
22 0.417648093 8.25% 0.3858025000
23 0.733499229 0.4% 0.7304884000
26 1.7238450900 5.9% 1.626800410
27 1.2673009000 6.14% 1.350308640
28 0.8010542700 13.9% 0.703125000
29 0.3928767390 4.4% 0.376157410
30 0.1016048360 3.28% 0.098379630
32 0.0808128240 11.7% 0.072337963
33 0.1951411755 16.2% 0.167824074
36 0.1557943072 2% 0.152713480
39 0.3801572713 0.6% 0.377764920
40 1.1190927600 10.5% 1.250000000
42 2.3022406200 0.57% 2.289256200
43 0.7101552773 1.06% 0.703125000
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a1 ¼ 0:375 ¼ c, a2 ¼ 0 and that reﬂected the calculation of the components of the element matrices with the same
error as it is shown in Table 9 for element 7. The error estimation is done by using the formula:
Error ¼ 100 1
  Computed value by 7-point or 13-point ruleExact value

Exact solution for the problem in Example 2 is
uðx; yÞ ¼ 10xyðy  3x2 þ 3x 1Þðxþ 2y2  2y  1Þ
For this problem we have calculated all the components of element matrices by using the analytical integration for-
mulae. But Fi is calculated by use of 13-point Gauss quadrature rule as it is avoided to obtain an explicit bivariate
polynomial in n, g for the right-hand side of the Poisson equation. For that reason the percentage of error is little
higher. We expect, if Fi is evaluated exactly then the percentage of error in solution will be less, as it has been found for
other examples.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, some explicit integration formulae to compute integrals of rational functions of bivariate polynomial
numerators with linear denominators over a unit triangle fðn; gÞj06 n; g6 1; nþ g6 1g in the local parametric space
ðn; gÞ are presented. These integrals arise in ﬁnite element formulations of second order linear partial diﬀerential
equation, provided that the original element geometry is restricted to either a 6-node or a 10-node triangle with one
curved side and two straight sides. As it is reported in the literature, these integrals also arise in axisymmetric ﬁnite
element method with linear triangular elements as well as in high order transformation methods for curved ﬁnite el-
ements, which the Gaussian quadrature cannot evaluate exactly. It is shown that ð1=2Þðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ rational integrals
of monomial numerators with linear denominator are needed to evaluate the components of element matrices, where n
is the degree of bivariate polynomial. By use of the proposed explicit scheme or the Gaussian quadrature rule ðnþ 1Þ
such integrals of rational function of a univariate monomial numerator with linear denominator can be computed.
Then the other ð1=2Þnðnþ 1Þ such integrals can be computed eﬃciently by use of recursive scheme. This amounts to a
substantial reduction in computational eﬀort and computation time as well for both the analytical and the Gauss
quadrature integration formulae. The analytical integration formulae (explicit and recursive) from zeroth to sextic
order due to diﬀerent element geometry are, for clarity and reference, summarized in tabular forms. An integration
formula is also presented for the evaluation of integrals that occur in the calculation of stiﬀness matrices for straight
sided (6-node and 10-node) triangular elements. Finally, we have considered two application examples: ﬁrst example is
to compute the Prandtl stress function and the torsional constant k for an elliptic cross-section with varying ratios of
major and minor distances. In several test cases the eﬀectiveness of curved elements are investigated and in all cases 10-
node curved triangular element (model consists of one element) produces closer result to the true solution and a
monotonic convergence from below is observed. The other example is concerned with numerical solutions for the
Poisson equation in 2D. Here we have computed all the integrals using the analytical and the Gauss quadrature in-
tegration formulae. It is noticed that in the evaluation of the integrals and the components of element stiﬀness matrices
using the Gauss 7-point and 13-point rules a remarkable discrepancy occurs when the domain contains a concave
curved side. This again proves that the Gauss quadrature rule cannot exactly evaluate the integrals of rational
functions and hence it is not reliable. Thus we believe that the present analytical integration formulae and the cor-












For convenience we write





















































































þ C1;2t;z II1;2d;c þ C0;3t;z II0;3d;c

þ    þ Cn3;0t;z IIn3;0d;c

þ Cn4;1t;z IIn4;1d;c þ Cn5;2t;z IIn5;2d;c þ    þ C2;n5t;z II2;n5d;c




þ Cn3;1t;z IIn3;1d;c þ Cn4;2t;z IIn4;2d;c þ    þ C2;n4t;z II2;n4d;c




þ Cn2;1t;z IIn2;1d;c þ Cn3;2t;z IIn3;2d;c þ    þ C2;n3t;z II2;n3d;c




þ Cn1;1t;z IIn1;1d;c þ Cn2;2t;z IIn2;2d;c þ    þ C2;n2t;z II2;n2d;c
þ C1;n1t;z II1;n1d;c þ C0;nt;z II0;nd;c

ðA:2Þ
Further which can be written as
Kt;z ¼ C0;0t;z II0;0d;c










þ C1;2t;z II1;2d;c þ C2;2t;z II2;2d;c




þ C1;3t;z II1;3d;c þ C2;3t;z II2;3d;c þ    þ Cn5;3t;z IIn5;3d;c
þ Cn4;3t;z IIn4;3d;c þ Cn3;3t;z IIn3;3d;c

þ    þ C0;n4t;z II0;n4d;c




































































































































































Note: As it is shown before that i and j will vary from 1 to NP and n, NP can be determined by NN, hence actual
dimension is deﬁned in terms of NP, n. To obtain the integral matrix [B] for the curved triangular element the sub-
routine BMT (. . .). With known all the integral values are included in the program.
C PROGRAM AIPTE.FOR (ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION,PROGRAM FOR TRIANGULAR ELEMENT)
C COMPLETE PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR THE BOTH ST.SIDED
C AND WITH ONE CURVE SIDED QUADRATIC AND CUBIC TRIANGULAR ELEMENT ACCORDING
C TO THE SECOND METHOD. NE––NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, NN¼2 FOR SIX NODED AND NN¼3
C FOR TEN NODED TRIANGULAR ELEMENT,THIS IS THE ONLY MODIFICATION IN
C PARAMETER STATEMENT.
PARAMETER (NE¼1,NN¼3)







PRINTH,‘TYPE THE FILE NAME FOR OUTPUT OF THE CO-EFFICIENTS’
READH,OUTFILE





CHHFORMATION OF D1 MATRIX,KRONECKER DELTA TO DETERMINE MATRICES A AND BHH
DO 5 IC¼1, NP










6 FORMAT(‘CHOICE TYPE FOR ELEMENT NO :-’,I2,/)
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YY¼2.HY(4) - Y(1) - Y(2)












YY¼Y(4) + Y(5) - Y(1) - Y(2)
































F(4)¼(5.HAL0 + 2.HAL1 + 2.HAL2)/15.D0
F(5)¼(5.HAL0 + AL1 + 2.HAL2)/15.D0
F(6)¼(5.HAL0 + 2.HAL1 + AL2)/15.D0C
CHHHHFOR THE GLOBAL DERIVATIVES W.R.T. X AS IN EQUATION (H)HHHHHHHHHH
CALL GDQT(NP,B1,B2,B3,E,AX)
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F(1)¼(4.HAL0 + 2.HAL1 + AL2)/120.D0
F(2)¼(4.HAL0 + AL1 + 2.HAL2)/120.D0







F(10)¼(9.HAL0 + 3.HAL1 + 3.HAL2)/20.D0
CHHHHHHHHHFOR THE GLOBAL DERIVATIVES W.R.T. X AS IN EQUATION (H)HHHHHHH
CALL GDCT(NP,B1,B2,B3,E,AX)
CHHHHHHHHHFOR THE GLOBAL DERIVATIVES W.R.T. Y AS IN EQUATION (H)HHHHHHH
CALL GDCT(NP,C1,C2,C3,E,AY)
ENDIF
CHHHHHOUTPUT FOR AX AND AY WILL BE PRINTED BY THE FOLLOWING FRAGMENTSHHHH
WRITE(2, 20) NP,N1
WRITE(3, 20) NP,N1
20 FORMAT(/,8X,‘FOR’,I2,‘-NODED ELEMENT NO :-’,I2,/)
WRITE(2,21)((I,J,AX(I,J),I,J,AY(I,J),J¼1,NP),I¼1,NP)
21 FORMAT(2X,‘AX(’,I2,‘,’,I2,‘)¼’,D18.10,2X,‘AY(’,I2,‘,’,I2,‘)¼’, 1 D18.10)







32 FORMAT(3X,‘¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ HHHHHH¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼’)
CHHHHHHSUBROUTINE ‘FACT’ CALLED HERE TO OBTAIN FACTORIAL(NP)HHHHHHH
CALL FACT(NP,NFACT)
IF(TE.EQ.2) THEN
CHHHHHHFOR ALL INTEGRALS SUBROUTINE AINTV OR AINTV1 CALLED HEREHHHH
IF((AL2.NE.0.).AND.(DABS(AL2).GE.DABS(AL1))) THEN
WRITE(3,76)
76 FORMAT(3X,‘INTEGRALS ARE EVALUATED BY THEOREM-1’,/)
CALL AINTV(N,NP,AL0,AL1,AL2,NFACT,SUM,SUM1,AII)
ELSE
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WRITE(3,77)




33 FORMAT(3X,‘FOR THE CURVED ELEMENT :-’,I2,/,3X,

































CHHHHHHHHOUTPUT OF KXX(I,J),KYY(I,J) AND K(I,J)HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
WRITE(3,51) I,J






53 FORMAT(3X,‘¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ HHHH¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼’,/)
37 CONTINUE
36 CONTINUE
WRITE (3, 60) N1
60 FORMAT(/,3X,’GIVEN COORDINATES FOR ELEMENT NO:-’,I2,/)
DO 61 IN¼1, JNODE
WRITE(3,62) IN,X(IN),IN,Y(IN)
62 FORMAT(3X,‘X(’,I2,‘)¼’,D18.10,3X,‘Y(’,I2,‘)¼’,D18.10)







PRINTH,‘YOUR DATA FILES ARE’, OUTFILE, ‘AND’, OUTF1
STOP
END
C¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼
SUBROUTINE FACT(NP,NFACT)
DOUBLE PRECISION NFACT(0:NP)










C¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼
SUBROUTINE AINTV(N,NP, AL0,AL1,AL2,NFACT,SUM,SUM1,AII)







CHHHHHHCODE FOR THE CASE A1.EQ.A2.NE.0.HHHHHHHHHHHHH
A¼AL0 / AL1
B¼DLOG(1.D0 + 1.D0/A)
DO 150 IRR¼1, N+1
IR¼IRR-1
SUM(IR)¼0.D0













DO 170 IRR¼1, N+1
IR¼IRR-1
SUM(IR)¼0.D0
DO 175 LL¼1, IR+1
L¼LL-1










CH WHEN AL1.EQ.0 BUT AL2.NE.0 AND AL0+AL2.EQ.0HHHHH
DO 176 IR¼1, N+1
176 AII(IR-1,0)¼-1./(AL2HIRHH2)
ELSE
CH WHEN AL1.EQ.0 BUT AL2.NE.0 AND AL0+AL2.NE.0HHHH
A¼1.D0 + AL0 / AL2
B¼DLOG(1.D0 + AL2 / AL0)
DO 185 IRR¼1, N+1
IR¼IRR-1
SUM(IR)¼0








DO 178 MM¼1, N
M¼MM-1









C¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼
SUBROUTINE AINTV1(N,NP,AL0,AL1,AL2,NFACT,SUM,SUM1,AII)











DO 170 IRR¼1, N+1
IR¼IRR-1
SUM(IR)¼0.D0
DO 175 LL¼1, IR+1










CH WHEN AL2.EQ.0 BUT AL1.NE.0 AND AL0+AL1.EQ.0HHHHH
DO 176 IR¼1, N+1
176 AII(0,IR-1)¼-1./(AL1HIRHH2)
ELSE
CH WHEN AL2.EQ.0 BUT AL1.NE.0 AND AL0+AL1.NE.0HHHH
A¼1.D0 + AL0 / AL1
B¼DLOG(1.D0 + AL1 / AL0)
DO 205 IRR¼1, N+1
IR¼IRR - 1
SUM(IR)¼0








DO 178 MM¼1, N
M¼MM-1













AT(1,I)¼S1 H E(1,I) + S2 H E(2,I)
AT(2,I)¼S1 H E(3,I) + S2 H E(4,I) - S3 H E(1,I)




















































C¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼
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